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Love is red
It sounds like a song
It tastes like chocolate
It smells like roses
Love feels like happiness

Katerina Papailia



Horror is scary
it tastes like burnt toasts
it sounds like creepy steps
it smells like fear
Horror feels like creepy

Stamatis Kompogiannis



Horror is like black

It sounds like a screaming

It tastes like chocolate

It smells like stale food

Horror feels like sadness

Ilias Theocharidis



Euphoria is yellow
It sounds like soft song
It tastes like cream cake
It smells like bloomed roses
Euphoria feels like happiness

Anna Xaloudi
 



Horror is dark 
It sounds like yelling 
It tastes like rotten milk 
It smells like fumes
Horror feels like someone jumpscaring you

Evita Kotsi 



Pleasure is green
It sounds birds singing
It tastes like souvlaki
It smells like sail after the rain
Pleasure feels like happiness

 Panagiotis Koumpis 
                                                       



Forgiveness is transparent
It sounds like birds singing
It tastes like strawberries with chocolate
It smells like roses
Forgiveness feels like peace that hugs 
every everyone

Hrisafenia Gana



Loneliness is grey
It sounds like deluge
It tastes like soapy food.
It smells like fire.
Loneliness feels like sadness.
                          
                                             Kyriaki Darmarakil



Embarrassment  is red 
It sounds like the void
It tastes like a sour candy 
It smells weird 
Embarrassment feels like someone stabbing you in the 
back

                                                                                                                                          
Armando Retzepai



Empathy is green
It sounds like the waves of the sea
It tastes like strawberries
It smells like chocolate
Empathy feels like hapiness

Marios Takis



Depression is grey
It sounds like nothing
It tastes like beans 
It smells like dead fish 
Depression feels like a silent scream

Michael Stavrou



Hope is white
It sounds like birds singing
It tastes like ambrosia
It smells like flowers
Hope feels like freedom

Eleni Chroni



Rage is red

It sounds like an agry scream full of anger

It tastes like poison

It smells like something burnt

Rage feels like a volcanic eruption

Elli Remoundou



Homesickness is black

It sounds like loud beats

It tastes like dirt

It smells like gas

Homesickness feels like depression
                                                   Eleni Chroni






